


  Thailand has always been a destination of choice; there is a myriad of attractions from its islands and beaches to 
the cuisine and big city vibe of Bangkok. The Kingdom also has a long tradition of catering to luxury travellers. In recent 
years, Thailand has seen the emergence of spectacular health and wellness resorts, and intimate boutique pool villas located 
in some of the most scenic parts of the Kingdom. 

  Today, wealthy travellers are seeking new “Discover Thainess” experiences. It is not just about friendly people, but what 
Thailand does really well is luxury with the emerging of Thainess that can be found throughout the Kingdom. From six-star 
super-deluxe resorts to restaurants fronted by Michelin-star chefs, from laid-back beachside holidays to high adventure, and 
from shopping breaks to romantic cruises, it has it all. 

  The Amazing Thailand Luxury Travel Book is part of our continuing effort to help make Thailand the first-choice 
destination. The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) is proud to have teamed up with Luxury Society Asia and its team 
of distinguished writers to come up with several lists and ideas to help you enjoy Thailand’s take on the luxury lifestyle.

    It puts the best experiences in the Kingdom all in one place. From the finest luxury hotels and travel experiences to exclusive 
destinations, from resorts, spas and luxury cruises for a family vacation to a romantic getaway… plus the finest restaurants and 
shopping malls that Thailand has to offer.

  It is all here. Travellers can use this book to plan the next luxury travel holiday, which will always be accompanied 
by the famous Thai smile and legendary quality of service. We look forward to welcoming you, along with your family and 
friends for what could be the holiday of a lifetime.

MESSAGE
from TOURISM AUTHORITY OF THAILAND 

JUTHAPORN   RERNGRONASA
Deputy Governor for International Marketing
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Wanida Tardivel, Founder of Luxury Society Asia, an association portal aimed at  

promoting and strengthening business relationships among sophisticated and affluent professionals 

in Asia, through their mutual interest in all things luxurious. Her hospitality experience also includes 

leadership positions with luxury hotel brands.

Luxury Thailand contributors

Barbara Woolsey is a freelance journalist, writer and television presenter from Canada. 

She spends her time between Bangkok and Berlin, writing for various publications across Southeast 

Asia and anchoring business news for Germany’s international broadcaster DW Deutsche Welle.

Gaby Doman is a Bangkok-based writer who arrived in Thailand for the sunshine and stayed 

for the incredible dining scene and bars and the relaxed way of life. She has a penchant for Thai 

design, interviewing upfront people and spending evenings tying herself in knots at yoga. She spends 

her free time in the gym, sipping on strong cocktails or daydreaming about holidays.

Laurence Civil left the airline industry in 1997 and relocated to Thailand to pursue a successful 

career as a food, wine, travel and lifestyle writer. He believes that luxury travel is about the wealth 

of the experiences encountered and not the brand; a journey that engages all the senses, and that 

good taste should never be compromised.

 

Paul Poole is an independent marketing consultant with over 20 years experience of 

international brand marketing. Paul is also a founding member of the ‘Culturepreneur® Network’  

an initiative designed to improve the dialogue between the arts and business which was acquired 

by London based Cult.Brand in 2012.

Paul Myers is an Australian writer, editor and publisher, with a long history in media and 

tourism, having worked in print, electronic and digital media in Australia, New Zealand, Britain and the 

United States for 35 years. Paul is based in Bangkok and travels frequently throughout Asia/Pacific.
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Luxury Flying

MJETS is Thailand’s leading specialist in private aviation, providing luxury flights by charter 
around the region. Based out of Bangkok, the company was founded in 2007 and remains the 

country’s first and only fixed based operator (FBO) with a private jet terminal at Don Mueang Airport. 
MJETS operates an impressive fleet of Gulfstream and Cessna aircrafts boasting bespoke cabin 
configurations and in-flight amenities, and of course, fast-track immigration and customs clearance 
go without saying.
www.mjets.com

Mjets6

The Land of Smiles is one of those rare destinations where it’s easy to combine business 
and pleasure. Thailand’s growing economy brings many foreigners here for the first time on 

commerce and trade. Soon enough, they are hooked on the country’s sunshine and charm – either 
coming back for a straightforward holiday, or turning a business trip into a family getaway or couple’s 
vacation on the side.

  In response to such rising demand, Thailand lays claim to some of Southeast Asia’s best air 
service providers. When it comes to delivering five-star connections around the region, Thailand is 
a hub of splendour and elegance. For chartering a private jet, to and from exotic destinations, the 
options are endless.

  What makes indulgent travel in this country really stand out is the traditional way of life that’s 
been built over time. Thais are known for their generosity and service-mindedness, and as a result 
the service standard here reflect both in generous doses. We’ve put together a list of five air service 
providers in Thailand that are the cream of the crop. But trust us when we say, it wasn’t easy to choose.
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Luxury Flying

For more than 20 years, Siam Land Flying has been at the head of the pack when it comes to 
executive air travel across the region. Whether chartering for business or pleasure, the company’s 

Hawker and King Air airplanes provide top comfort as well as cutting-edge design, performance 
and technology to its ultra-premium clientele. Siam Land also offers emergency medical services, 
handling evacuations with a team of doctors on 24 hours standby, ready to fly anywhere.
www.aircharterthailand.com

Siam Land Flying

7

This Bangkok based independent aviation company facilitates private jet charters across Asia- 
Pacific primarily for customers from the U.S., Europe and China. Founded in 2004, OrientSKYs 

works with a network of trusted operators based in strategic locations like Bangkok, Shanghai and 
Tokyo, in order to match clients to the most perfect charter.  OrientSKYs is also able to provide Asian  
customers with charter in Europe and Americas through its full-time U.S. and European offices. Through 
a partnership with Global Jet Sales, the company helps to broker private jets sales. Their inventory 
is highly exclusive, featuring only the most top-quality aircraft and coveted off-market products.
www.orientskys.com

OrientSKYs

 
Luxury Thailand

Luxury Flying
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There is no destination too far for Stratos Jet Charters. They source private aircrafts and provide 
global access to private jets, on both an international and domestic basis. By matching clients 

with charters, they are free of the strenuous responsibilities that come with owning and maintaining 
aircraft – leaving the company able to focus entirely on the execution of its guests’ travel itineraries. 
They coordinate everything from Point A to B, whether it’s chauffeured ground transfer to in-flight 
catering, and even hotel booking. 
www.stratosjets.com/jet-charter-airports/thailand

Stratos Jet Charters

Mjets
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Luxury Flying

Advance Aviation is Thailand’s largest VIP helicopter charter service. Also offering 
private jet charters, the company’s fleet consists of a Gulfstream G-200 aircraft and five  

top-notch EC-135 and EC-130 hel icopters in f lashy red and white. Since Advance  
Aviation’s founding in 2010, the company has expanded to three strategic locations around  
the country: Bangkok, Chiang Mai and Phuket. They can fly anywhere around the region.
www.advanceaviation.co.th

Advance Aviation

Advance Aviation

Advance Aviation
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Luxury Thailand

Phuket
Phuket’s is a big star on the global yachting 

map, thanks to the Phuket King’s Cup 
Regatta. It’s Asia’s biggest and most popular 
regatta, a jam-packed week of yacht racing 
on the Andaman Sea coupled with mega-par-
ties on the island. Plus, the Regatta attracts 
several world-renowned names from the yachting 
world. Phuket also plays host to a prestigious 
consumer’s Phuket International Boat Show, 
where big deals for most high-end yachts are 
brokered right on the marina.

Koh Samui
Koh Samui is one of Thailand’s top tourist des-

tinations, popular for its white sand beaches 
and luxury five-star resorts. Naturally, yachting 
fits right into that equation, with plenty of luxury 
boats up for charter. Don’t miss sailing through 
the archipelago of Ang Thong National Marine 
Park, and its distinctive shores from Sleeping 
Cow Island to Three Pillars Island.
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Luxury Sailing

Koh Lipe
T

he Butang Archipelago, the group of 

51 islands that Koh Lipe belongs to, is 

simply divine. Taking off from Koh Lipe, you will 

very quickly get the full experience of being 

away from civilization, sailing past uninhabited 

islands covered in lush tropical rainforest 

and foliage. It’s also a great spot for fishing, 
and all kinds of kingfish, red snapper and tuna 
are fair game in these crystal blue waters.

Koh Chang
K

oh Chang offers up perfect yachting 

experience for those who want to go 

off the beaten track and get away from the 

tourist crowd. Unlike in Koh Samui or Phuket, 

you’re likely to cruise for quite some time without 

seeing any other bareboats. There are also 

plenty of coves and remote beaches in 

the Koh Chang archipelago to discover.

Surin & Similan
T

he Similan and Surin Islands are among 

the world’s top dive destinations, and that’s 

what makes it prime territory for sailing too. 

This group of nine islands northwest of Phuket 

boasts beautiful coral reef and a superflous 

amount of fish species below the water. 

An absolute must for those who think that 

dropping anchor and diving into this underwater 

world is the ultimate adventure.

Koh Phi Phi
W

ith lots of small islands to discover, each 

one as breathtakingly unique as the next, 

Koh Phi Phi is the perfect location for a yacht 

cruise. The two biggest islands, Phi Phi Don and 

Phi Phi Leh have spectacular cliffs and dives 

for those who are interested in a snorkel and 

a swim, but there are lots of other uninhabited 

islands to explore in between.

Hua Hin
H

ua Hin is a well-known laidback beach 

town. Plenty of famil ies come here 

seeking good seafood and a memorable 

sailing  adventure. It’s not as much of a 

yachting destination as nearby Pattaya, but 

does offer a wide range of  boats  to sail the Gulf 

of Thailand,whether your style is bareboat 

or crewed.

Phang Nga Bay
Nestled between Phuket and the western 

coast of mainland Thailand, this bay 

contains perhaps the most beautiful and 

famous group of islands in the Land of 

Smiles. Phang Nga Bay is a wonderful 
sailing destination and a World Heritage Site, 

w i t h  many  un ique  cha rac te r i s t i cs  t o 

discover from a 200-metre long cave tunnel 

from Koh Phanak to Khao Phing Kan, to 

the is land where the James Bond f i lm 

“The Man with the Golden Gun” was filmed 

years  ago.  Unfor tunate ly ,  these days 

James Bond Island, as it’s now called, is 

over-crowded with tourists, but that’s what 

makes chart ing a boat the perfect way 

to explore the bay – you feel as though you’re 

escaping the crowd, and embarking on 

unchartered waters.
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Credit photo Thailand Eilte

Credit photo Thailand Eilte
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Luxury Sailing

AZIMUT Showcases
Latest Yachts from Italy, Offering Comprehensive 
Service for the Ultimate Marine Experience
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MGC-Marine (Asia) Company Limited, 
a subsidiary of Master Group Corporation 

(Asia) Company Limited, the sole authorized 
importer and distributor of AZIMUT Yachts, under 
the name “AZIMUT Yachts Thailand”, showcased 
its latest yachts by AZIMUT Benetti Group, Italy. 
The company ensures clients the ultimate marine 
experience with comprehensive yacht service.
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Dr. Sunhavut Thamchuanviriya, Group Managing Director, Master Group Corporation (Asia) Limited or ‘MGC-Asia’ revealed that, 
“As the sole  authorized importer and distributor of AZIMUT Yachts by AZIMUT Benetti Group, Italy under the name ‘AZIMUT Yachts Thailand’, 

MGC Asia has invested over 300 million baht in its subsidiary, MGC Marine (Asia) to offer the ultimate marine experience to yacht 
owners.Sea tr ials are available now for the latest uber luxurious yacht models including Magellano, 50 ft, Fly Bridge, 64 ft and 
S Collection, 86 ft.We have also opened our first exclusive  
 AZIMUT lounge which offers a full range of yacht services at Ocean Marina Yacht Club Pattaya and we are preparing to launch the second 
branch in Phuket.” AZIMUT Yachts Thailand offers comprehensive yacht services ranging from complete Yachts Financial Service, long-lease 
service, warrantee coverage, to cruise catering, crew members and captain, as well as after-sales service and technical support by AZIMUT 
Italy-certified experts.  A specially-designed yacht maintenance programme and an automatic notification system when maintenance is due are 
also available. Included as well is the brokerage service which encompasses purchasing, selling and exchanging both in Thailand and 
abroad, in which every yacht is inspected according to AZIMUT Italy’s standards.
 “Additionally, we have set up a Call Center at 02-931-8300 to for consultation service about AZIMUT Yachts to guarantee the ultimate 
seafaringexperience”, added Dr. Sunhavut.
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Tawan Cruises
This world-class yacht charter service offers the opportunity of a lifetime: sailing the Andaman Sea 

in ultimate luxury and style. Based in Phuket’s newest marina Ao Po Grand, Tawan works with 

five-star hotels and resorts around the island to provide guests with an intimate means of exploring 
the surrounding waters. The company’s range of boats are crewed by experienced professionals, 

leaving seeking adventure as the only mission for its passengers. From snorkelling to fishing, from 
diving to kayaking, the deep-sea possibilities are unlimited.

www.tawancruises.com

Senses Phuket
Wellness retreats are the latest rage, but what 

about going on a wellness cruise? Senses 

Phuket offers luxury detox programs while sailing the 

Andaman. Organic produce from the islands fuels 

the cuisine offered on board; it is combined with an 

endless supply of nutritious cleansing juices and fresh 

coconut water. Departing from Chalong Bay, the healthy 

holiday cruise stops at destinations like Koh Phi Phi 

and Phang Nga Bay according to guest preference. 
www.sensesdetox.com

19
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Luxury Thailand  With its stunning cruising grounds and the best marina facilities in the region, Thailand is the destination of choice for superyachts coming 

to Asia. On average 50 superyachts come to Phuket each year currently and with amendments to the current rules and regulations this number will 
likely increase dramatically as more superyachts are encouraged to visit Phuket and Thailand, delivering revenue direct to the local economy.
  The public meeting was the first step. Led by Chula Sukmanop, Director-General, Thailand Marine Department and Nisit Jansomwong,  
Governor of Phuket, more than 150 members of the Island’s marine industry and relevant authorities were present to hear Mr. Sukmanop explain  
the government’s position on turning Phuket into a maritime hub in Asean, to improve the current legal framework for the yachting industry in 
the country, and to develop a special charter license for superyachts.
  “The superyacht charter license could be for one year. This would attract more superyachts to Phuket, and allowing them to  
charter while here will provide a lot of revenue to Phuket and Thailand. We hope to have this in place for the next High Season,”  
said Mr. Sukmanop.
  “There are still many details to discuss but I am very pleased to see my suggestions to Khun Kobkarn earlier this year are making progress. 
The potential superyacht charter revenue will be significant for Phuket and Thailand. The people who charter superyachts are wealthy individuals,  
exactly the type we need to encourage to visit Thailand more. Royal Phuket Marina fully supports this idea and I can see in a few years that 
Thailand’s economy will receive hundreds of millions of US dollars from superyacht charter,” added Mr. Lalvani.
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All Aboard

By: Laurence Civil

All Aboard!
Luxury boat cruises and trains 
add to the magic of experiencing Thailand in style

All Aboard

Thailand has a rich heritage of train travel, after all it was the railways that pioneered the tourist  

industry. The heritage is glamorous and today’s service depends on a spider web of 4,043 

kms of one-metre gauge track reaching the Kingdom’s borders with Laos, Cambodia and 

Malaysia with a through service to Butterworth for the island of Penang and onward services to 

Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. 

  The country’s several rivers and canals also open the heart of the Kingdom to the 

traveller. The historic means of travel in Bangkok (and Thailand) was by canal/river rather than 

by road. The city was nicknamed ‘The Venice of the East’  by  Sir John Bowring, Queen Victoria’s  

Governor of Hong Kong. The options are several and below are the ones that must not be missed  

out on.
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The Luxury of the Eastern & Oriental Express 
and the Nostalgia of Steam

Air travel may be faster but the most elegant way to arrive in Bangkok  from Singapore is aboard the Eastern & Oriental Express.  
Originally built in Japan in 1972, the 31 carriages started life as the Silver Star in New Zealand. Having being acquired by Orient Express, 

now Belmond, they were remodelled by Gerard Gallet who was responsible for both the British Pullman and the Venice Simplon Orient Express.
  The interior panelling is decorated in elm, cherry, teak and rosewood, the diamond shaped marquetry is hand cut by local craftsmen. 
The compartments are panelled in cherry wood and elm and the Bar Car in pale ash wood. The Observation Car is floored in Burmese teak. 
The three restaurant cars Adisorn, Rosaline and Malaya have skillfully engraved marquetry, distinctive table lamps and exquisite table seating 
in a two or four configuration. The Salon has a traditional Chinese feel, decorated in dark rosewood with richly coloured upholstery. The window 
pelmets are hand embroidered in Malaysia and the carpets are hand tufted in Thailand.
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All Aboard

The two and a half day journey is a ritual of breakfast and afternoon tea served in the cabin with 
allocated sittings for lunch and dinner served in the dining room and daily stops for excursions. 

An indulgent life of eating and drinking and changing for the next meal. 
  From 15th October 2015  they are launching The Ancient Kingdom of Lanna, a 3 day 2 night journey 
north with a stopover in Lampang and turning around in Chiang Mai to discover the city’s Lanna heritage.
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Fun on the water with an overnight cruise
Anantara Song

Anantara Song is the river-borne equivalent to the Eastern & Oriental Express, the overnight luxury rice barge journeys from Bangkok  to 
Ayuthaya the former capital of Siam. Below deck she has four well-appointed suite-par cabins each with a queen sized bed and a compact 

ensuite bathroom. On deck there is an expansive salon and dining area with bar, plus an ample sun deck forward with loungers; offering a great view 
of the river life as the boat  plies the majestic Chao Phraya. The refurbished rice barge features Teak, Padua and Mahogany woods 
throughout, custom-designed  furniture complimented with luxurious Thai silks and cottons, oriental rugs decorated with Thai and Southeast  
Asian art, sculpture and artefacts.
  Departing from Anantara Riverside Resort & Spa the tour began on the west bank of the river in Thonburi, at one of Bangkok’s best known 
landmarks, the Temple of Dawn, the vessel then charted a northward course, stopping at the Royal Barges Museum and then passing the island of 
Koh Kret in Nonthaburi Province. A delightful lunch was served on deck followed by a decadent English Afternoon Tea complete with scones, 
strawberry jam and cream.
  We moored overnight at Wat Samakkeeyaram and a formal Thai dinner was served on white linen as we watched the beautiful sunset over 
the horizon.  After a comfortable night’s sleep we were served a Champagne breakfast and Mediterranean lunch before arriving at the World  
Heritage Site of Ayutthaya where we spent the afternoon engaging in an enthralling Ayutthaya tour in the company of an expert guide, marvelling at  
the ruins of this UNESCO World Heritage site.  It is an amazing experience that takes you on a journey back in time.

All Aboard
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A shopaholic in Bangkok is spoiled for choices 
Listed here are Bangkok’s 10 best shopping malls

Spending 
Spree in Siam

By Barbara Woolsey

Luxury Shopping

27
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There’s honestly no better place to indulge a shopping addiction than in Bangkok. Thailand’s capital is a shopaholic’s tropical paradise, 
and mega-malls offer a welcome, air-conditioned retreat from the hot tropical weather. This is where Thais spend their weekends, and it can 

be a chance to relax or dress to the nines depending what you’re into. Whether browsing, dining at restaurants or taking in a movie, Bangkok’s  
biggest shopping complexes offer an entire day’s itinerary in just a single building. In contrast, there are also plenty of boutique malls and niche shopping  
centres – so whatever you’re looking for, whether it’s designer jewellery or that designer bag, it’s only ever just a BTS ride away. 

  That being said, with such limitless possibilities and unbelievable excess, it can also be hard to know exactly where to go. That’s 
why we’ve rounded up a list of Bangkok’s top shopping malls, what they offer and how to get there. Now all you have to do is track down 
a traditional Thai foot massage to relax after your shopping spree, but many of these malls cater for that too.

28
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B

angkok’s newest mall, EmQuartier, is  proving to be quite the spectacle. It houses more than 10 venues and halls so far, and the locals are definitely 
excited about the range of brands available: luxury designers like Jimmy Choo and Valentino, high-end regional favourites like Mugendai (Japan) 

and Stylenanda (Korea) and affordable labels like H&M and Uniqlo.

  After some serious retail therapy, you can always hit the EmQuarter Gourmet Market that promises artisan foods from around the world or 

hang out in  the Quartier Water Garden, a beautiful tropical garden with Asia’s highest man-made waterfall, Quartier Falls. For a proper dining experience 

 stroll along the Helix, a gentle path that slopes uphill climbing climbs five floors in a spiral with restaurants and cafes on either side – recreating  
the European outdoor, café culture but in air-conditioned environs. There is also the Virgin Active fitness centre, one of the company’s flagship locations  
with a club lounge and a massive indoor pool and spa.

  EmQuartier together with Emporium and a new mall to be called EmSphere, will form the EM District – a new world-class commercial and  

tourist hub in the heart of Bangkok. Access: BTS Phrom Pong

EmQuartier

S

iam Paragon is probably Bangkok’s best-known shopping mall and the most centrally located in the heart of the downtown Ratchaprasong District. 

It’s home to the Paragon Cineplex cinema, where you can watch movies in IMAX, 4D or in VIP seats with blankets, waiter service and alcoholic 

beverages. Siam Ocean World, the largest aquarium in Southeast Asia, and Madame Tussauds can also be found here. The mall also holds a variety of 

large-scale events, performances and exhibitions in its adjoining exhibition and opera concert hall. Access: BTS Siam

Siam Paragon

Luxury Shopping
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Ga y s o r n  S h o p p i n g  C e n t r e  i s  t h e 

veritable hub of international lifestyle 

brands, flagship stores and luxury brand name 

products from around the world. This is 

also the place to shop for high-end Thai 

fashion and accessories brands. For the 

pastdecade, Gaysorn has brought exclusive 

lifestyle shopping experience to its local  

and foreign clients. With its discerning 

selection of world-class fashionbrands it  

maximizes the shopping experience, its skilled 

customer service personnel enhance the 

experience. And adding to it, is a  dedicated 

team of valets and concierges. The customer’s 

comfort being of the utmost importance.

Access BTS Siam or Chitlom

Gaysorn Shopping 
Centre

Siam Center caused a big splash when it 

revamped a couple years ago, throwing a 

big glam party with guest appearances from 

Adrian Brody and Nicki Minaj. But actually, 

Siam Center has a long history that goes back 

to 1973 when it opened as one of the city’s 

very first shopping malls. Located right next 
to Siam Paragon, this mall is popular with 

the young and hip for shops like Forever 21, 

CC Double O, Steve Madden, SuperDry and 

Jeffrey Campbell (Villians SF). There is also 

a selection of Thai designer brands to choose 

from, such as Fly Now III, Kloset and Greyhound 

Original. Access: BTS Siam

Siam Center
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Here’s a run-down of concierge services 
that Thailand Elite provides.

Thailand Elite is an international membership club aimed at foreign visitors and expatriates, offering 
superior lifestyle services from the moment they arrive in the Kingdom. It is also the world’s first 

in-country membership program with benefits including immigration privileges, exclusive connections, 
recognition and access to golf clubs, spas and other exclusive (often private) facilities.

  Backed by the government through a limited liability company, a key aspect of the program 
is the Thailand Privilege Card Project that assists travellers by offering special rights and services.

  A Privilege Entry Visa is a multiple-entry visa valid for five years and is renewable as long as 
Thailand Elite membership is valid. Members are granted an exclusive one-year length of stay 
for each entry into the Kingdom. Members may personally complete Privilege Entry Visa affix at 
Immigration Bureau Offices at Suvarnabhumi, Phuket, and Chiang Mai International Airport on 
arrival in Thailand via international flight upon arrival or at Chaengwattana, Bangkok.

  In almost every country, concierge companies attend to the needs of high-end clients. It’s not 
a case of what’s possible: with the right connections and the wherewithal to pay, almost anything is 
achievable. Thailand, too, has its own exclusive concierge services provider, Thailand Elite, aimed at 
international visitors to the Kingdom. It not only facilitates entry to Thailand, but also enables members 
to live in the country for extended periods and gain access to exclusive services.
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Thailand Elite members can stay in the country as if they are a Thai citizen. Extension of 

one-year stay can be made every year without the usual need to leave the country under 

Thai law. 

  To ensure the ultimate in service, Elite Personal Assistants are at the aircraft door 

itself  to greet members as they arrive.  The members are then swiftly guided to an exclusive arrivals 

lounge where they can complete immigration formalities in comfort and without wasting any time. 

The members are also assured a limousine transfer to their hotel or residence. The same service is  

extended to those members who are leaving the country... it is all about ensuring memorable  

experiences. 

  Thailand Elite provides 24/7 Member Contact Centre support in several languages such as 

English, Mandarin Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. Access and fees at exclusive golf clubs and 

spas are provided 24 times a year (each), an annual complimentary health check-up is available at 

leading hospitals, also included Duty-Free shop benefits along with special discounts from selected 
partners, hotels, dining establishments, and shopping malls. 

For more information, visit www.thailandelite.com or contact info@thailandelite.com
or call + 66(0) 2352 3000
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Thailand’s nearly 300 top-of-the-line golf courses and its reputation as a fun 
and  friendly destination have made the Kingdom the world’s third largest 
destination for golfers 

GOLFING
IN THE 

KINGDOM

35

There are many countries in the world with great golf courses, but 
none that offer the overall golf experience of the Kingdom of Thailand. 
Thailand’s 280-plus golf courses and its reputation as a fun, friendly, safe 
and cost-effective destination have made the Kingdom the world’s third 
largest golf tourism destination – behind Spain and the United States and 
ahead even of Great Britain, the home of golf.

More than 700,000 foreign golfers – about half from within Asia 
itself come to tee off in Thailand each year. With world-class courses and 
facilities in all major tourism centres, it’s not hard to find great golf and 
unforgettable experiences, which not surprisingly, result in the highest 
return visitor rate of any other golf destination worldwide.

Bangkok, Thai Country Club

by  Paul Myers
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Thai Country Club
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Bangkok 
Thai Country Club

Owned by the Peninsula Hotel group, 
Thai Country Club offers a five-star experience.

Every  deta i l  i s  covered,  f rom the 
immaculate clubhouse to customer service and, 
as you would expect, the course itself.

The Club has hosted six Asian Tour events and 
recorded winners including former US Masters 
champions Tiger Woods and Vijay Singh. There 
are many standout holes on this wonderful 
course, with the quad of par-3s – all adjacent to 
water – offering as interesting and testing short 
holes as you’ll find anywhere. Before or after your 
game, be sure to spend some time sampling 
the clubhouse buffet, by far the best at any 
club in Thailand.
www.thaicountryclub.com 
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One of the most unique courses in Asia, the five-year-old 
Dream Arena layout is a replica course that mimics the great holes 
of the British Isles and United States. The front nine contain copies 
of such revered holes as the ‘Postage Stamp’ hole at Troon and the 
road hole at St Andrews in Scotland and the Blue Monster at Doral 
and island hole at TPC Sawgrass in Florida. Holes 10 to 18 are a 
full replica of the back nine at Augusta National, home of the US 
Masters, all with the similar yardages and appearance to the famed 
Georgia course. While the vegetation and environment is clearly 
different to the venues on which Royal Gems City’s holes have been 
modelled, they are remarkably similar to the originals and provide a 
great talking point during and after your game.
www.royalgemsgolfcity.com

www.royalgemsgolfcity.com

The Royal Gems City

The Royal Gems City
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The Royal Gems City

www.alpinegolfclub.com

Alpine Golf & Sports Club
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Like Thai Country Club, Alpine Golf Club is a private club that allows 
limited visitor play. Although up to an hour’s drive from downtown Bangkok 
on the north-east outer ring road, the trip is more than worthwhile. From 
the opening hole through to the end of the round, Alpine is a pleasure to 
play, with large mature trees, bushes and shrubs providing shade and a 
serene ambience in a parkland environment. 

Some regard Alpine, which hosted the 2000 Johnnie Walker Classic 
won by Tiger Woods, as the most challenging course in the greater Bangkok 
area. As a point of difference two holes – the 7th and 11th – have island 
greens, accessed by just small slivers of grass.

www.alpinegolfclub.com

Regarded as the number one course in Thailand and one of the best 
courses in Asia, Black Mountain has considerably raised the bar for other 
courses in the Kingdom since it opened eight years ago. Owned by a Swedish 
entrepreneur and run with typical Scandinavian efficiency, Black Mountain 
has hosted several Asian Tour events, including the newlycreated Thailand 
Classic, held for the first of a three-year arrangement in February. With 
villas and condominiums providing on-course accommodation (and 
ownership opportunities), as well as a spa and tennis facilities, an adjacent 
water park and wakeboard park, Black Mountain is clearly Thailand’s 
leading and most comprehensive golf resort. The course itself is majestic, 
providing pristine playing surfaces and offering wonderful vistas to the black-rock 
hillsides on the site and further afield to the Burmese Mountains.

www.blackmountainhuahin.com

Alpine Golf Club

Hua Hin
Black Mountain Golf Club

Alpine Golf Club

Golfing in the Kingdom
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Black Mountain Golf Club
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Banyan Golf Club

Although it plays second fiddle to Black 
Mountain, Banyan has its own special charm and 
appeal .  A more rust ic  exper ience than 
immaculately presented Black Mountain, 
Banyan is just10 minutes from Hua Hin. It usually 
plays a few shots harder due to heavy rough along 
the fairways and numerous side-hill lies. The 
modern Thai-style clubhouse has one of the best 
open-air casual after-game relaxation facilities in 
the Kingdom, with wonderful views over the course 
and beyond to the mountains. Managed by 
former British/Irish hoteliers, food and beverage 
is a feature, as is the opportunity to meet and 
mix with visiting golfers from all over the world 
who enjoy the laid-back atmosphere.

www.banyanthailand.com

Banyan Golf Club
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Banyan Golf Club

Red Mountain Golf Club

Red Mountain Golf Club

If a spectacular jungle backdrop is your preference for a challenging 
game of golf, nothing beats Red Mountain. Set on a former tin mine, the course  
provides a colourful kaleidoscope of green jungle and playing surfaces,  
exposed red land formations, blue water in many former quarry holes – and 
the sky.

Although requiring a 30-plus minutes drive from most beachside  
destinations on Phuket and charging some of the highest green fees in 
Thailand (up to Baht 7,200 including cart and caddie),Red Mountain is  
a must-play experience for any serious golfer. Don’t miss it.

www.riverdalegolfclub.com 

If a spectacular jungle backdrop is 

your preference for a challening 

game of golf, nothing beats Red 

Mountain. Set on a former tin mine, 

the course provides a colourful  

kaleidoscope of green jungle...
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This picturesque, waterside course in a rural setting flies under the 
radar when compared to other Thai courses. Host of the 2011 Thailand Open 
and two other Asian Tour professional tournaments in 2009 and 2010, Suwan 
was designed by an army general who demonstrated considerable talent 
for creating a testing, interesting and attractive golf experience.

Situated close to Nikanti, it’s a pity there isn’t yet quality  
international standard accommodation nearby as there is plenty of golfing 
and general interest appeal in and around Nakhon Pathom – the town where 
Buddhism is said to have been introduced to Thailand in the third century 
BC, a town that is home to Pra Pathom Chedi, the world’s tallest stupa.

As hotel options in Nakhon Pathom are limited, plan a day trip for the 
golf. Make it an extension of your stay either in Bangkok or Kanchanaburi.
www.suwangolf.com

Suwan Golf & Country Club

Nakhon Pathom 
Suwan Golf & Country Club
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Nikanti is a Sanskrit term that roughly  translates into “the step before 
enlightenment”. As Managing Director, Warawit (Nick) Sasomsub, aptly  
explains: “We don’t want our visitors to go beyond nikanti, because if they do 
they won’t come back.”

But such are the reviews of the course, almost everyone who plays 
seems certain to return. Officially opened late in 2014, the Pirapon 
Namatra-designed course is the first in the world known to feature a 6-6-6 
layout comprising six par-3, six par-4 and six par-5 holes, configured in three 
six-hole loops. Appropriately, the club’s logo is the number 6, as written in 
Thai.

Nikanti is also the venue of undoubtedly the most modern and 
sumptuous clubhouse in Thailand. An all-inclusive rate includes golf, cart 
and caddie fee, soft drinks and a meal before or after your round.
www.nikantigolfclub.com

Nikanti Golf Club

“We don’t want our visitors to go beyond 

nikanti, because if they do they won’t  

come back.” - Warawit (Nick) Sasomsub

Nikanti Golf Club
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The largest golf complex in Thailand, Siam Country Club’s three 
courses comprise two championship layouts that have hosted (and continue 
to host) the annual Honda LPGA female professional tournament.

The Old Course, opened in 1970, was the first private golf club in  
Thailand (until then all golf courses were owned by the government). 
In 2005, the 27-hole Plantation course was opened and the Old Course 
was remodelled. In 2014, a third layout known as Waterside came into play, 
providing 63 holes of golf at one destination, albeit with three separate 
clubhouses.

More than 100,000 rounds a year are played at Siam Country 
Club, testament to the quality of the courses and the commitment and 
attention to detail of the owners, the local Pattaya-based Phornprapha family
www.siamcountryclub.com

Pattaya
Siam Country Club

Pattaya, Siam Country Club

The Old Course, opened in 1970, was  

the first private golf club in Thailand
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One of  the most  p ic turesque courses in  the K ingdom,  
Chiang Mai Highlands could have been lifted out of a guide to the 
most beautiful golf courses on the planet. Set in stunning highland 
surroundings, this is a golf course to savour. The front nine is  
relatively flat, contrasting greatly with the back nine that features 
sweeping uphill and downhill holes. There is no better finishing hole in Asia 
than Chiangmai Highlands’ 18th hole, which sweeps downhill from the 
tee before rising sharply to an elevated green with the clubhouse behind.

www.chiangmaihighlands.com

Chiang Mai 
Highlands Golf & Spa Resort

Chiang Mai Highlands Golf & Spa Resort
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Alpine Golf Resort

A sister course to the Bangkok club of the same name, Alpine Golf 
Resort  Chiang Mai is renowned for its immaculate presentation, natural  
surroundings and lakeside setting, especially on the back nine.

US designer Ron Garl brought the same standards as his Florida jewels, 
TPC at Prestancia and Palm Beach Polo Club, in developing the layout.  
A sheer delight for golfers of all abilities, Alpine Chiangmai plays a long 7541 
yards from the black tees, almost as long from the championship tees as Black 
Mountain. 

 The course will challenge the serious player, although anyone who 
enjoys golf in fresh country air and being close to nature will find it equally 
pleasant from whichever tees they choose.
www.alpinegolfresort.com

Alpine Golf Resort

Golfing in the Kingdom
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has leapfrogged competi tors to become  
acknowledged as the best overall golf experience 
on the resort island. Part of the Banyan Tree-owned 
complex that includes seven hotels set on and 
near picturesque Bang Tao beach, Laguna  
Phuket is an eco-friendly course that features  
watercourses attracting numerous bird and wildlife 
species. It’s also a challenge, despite playing a 
relatively short 6,600 yards from the back tees.

With world-class resort facilities on site, the 
number of rounds being played on the Paul Jansen 
redesign has escalated dramatically compared 
with business on the original layout that opened 
in 1992.  The change from old to new is remarkable.
www.lagunaphuketgolf.com

Phuket
Laguna Phuket 
Golf Club

Laguna Phuket Golf Club
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